The Porcelain Garden
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The name “Porcelain Garden”, doesn’t really sound like a library, but that may well be because it’s not a library in the traditional sense. As a user you will not find permanent book or journal collections, as materials that the user needs are downloaded from the net and BBC World and CNN can be viewed on large TV screens - and comfortable chairs are provided!

The design of the library is simple and modern, the cubicle work spaces painted a discreet red with small black desk lamps at each work station. The importance of information seeking and retrieval. The librarian’s desk is also constructed in such a way to remove the all too typical divide - and comfortable chairs are provided!

When asked about the students’ response to the Porcelain Garden, Library Director Rene Steffensen said, “In general the reactions have been positive. We are in the start up phase and the students have to learn to use us. When we opened the main library in 1999 it took over two years before all the study places were occupied from dawn till dusk and the same thing is going to happen here. Things take time, but today we have one million visitors a year at the main library and most of those come to sit and study. I am in no doubt that our study facilities and central library services are going to be used - and used well. And that is our survival strategy. It is absolutely necessary for us to be visible in the environments where the students and researchers are, as our physical collections - our library book towers - disappear”.

The Porcelain Garden is very much a representation of the library as a place to work and study with other people, in an environment which is convenient, flexible and relaxed. By deciding on a fairly neutral design, some might say impersonal, the CBS has created a fairly successful new library space. It would probably be difficult to class this as a new library concept, but as a remodeling of the classical library reading room it is certainly interesting and as we see more and more materials becoming electronic, not least in the research libraries, it seems likely that we will see more learning spaces such as the Porcelain Garden.

Renewal of the Public Library Concept in Kolding, Denmark
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In January 2006 Kolding Public Library in Eastern Jutland was inaugurated: a pleasant although rather traditional library seen from the outside but an interior and an organisation based on a new concept.

The large 7,500 m² new main library today services some 63,000 inhabitants and, from January 1st when Denmark’s Structural Reform is carried out, this will rise to some 86,000 in combination with two branches and one mobile bus which will make it bigger than a middle sized Danish municipality.

The aim is to create a 100% integrated library.

The library is part of a new building block, opposite the Kolding railway and bus station, which comprises flats, offices and a hotel. The new traffic-based concept includes the following solutions amongst others, all reflected in the interior and design of the library.

New organisation: the over all focus is on the patrons and not the collections. From the outset the vision was that the library would be an integrated part of the municipality actively meeting its societal, educational and cultural development and needs.

Public-private partnership (the first in the Danish library sector): Kolding Municipality runs a part of the library service in cooperation with private companies. One of these is the circulation service including the self service loan/return system. Staff from a private company carry out all every day jobs in this area with their own back-office in the library. Another outsourced service, provided by the nearby hotel, is the management of the café facility including provision of daily newspapers. Indeed the library opens directly off the café/hotel area.

From the editor
In this issue of our newsletter we bring some examples of newer library buildings from Denmark and Spain and a short report from the section’s open session in Seville in August. Next year in Durban will see the publication of the Section’s guidelines for library buildings and we will be using the session in Durban to discuss these and other topics (see http://www.ifla.org/IV/ifla73/calls-build-en.htm).

The Section is always looking to present new libraries and new innovative solutions in design, so we would urge members of the section to contribute to the newsletter if you feel that a library you know brings something exciting to the world of library buildings.
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Upgrading professional service: throughout the library at the info 1-8 new service desks, which resemble small bars, librarians assist patrons face-to-face unless they are out and about in their particular service areas. There are no traditional desks or “sealed librarians”.

Integration of e-resources and net-services: every service area consists of clusters of shelving, informal seating and work spaces. Each shelving area contains all materials in whatever format and begins with an in-built PC-section offering access to the library catalogue, union catalogue and virtual library e-resources.

Upgrading PC facilities: there are now more than 100 PCs and also wireless access from PC-bars placed in various service areas plus facilities for patrons taking advantage of the information literacy training.

Back room facilities: only two staff members now have their own offices - the director and the union spokesman; everybody else carries out back room work in one of the two big open plan offices. If privacy and/or silence is needed for special projects or meetings, facilities are available.
The open session was held on the 22nd August and was attended by over 100 delegates. The session was chaired by Andrew Cranfield and papers presented were:

- Opening small public libraries in underused local shopping malls could boost local businesses in Goyang, Korea. YOUNG-SEOK KIM (Myongji University and Yonsei University, Seoul, Korea)
- Libraries: the learning space within. SOHAIR F. WASTAWY (Bibliotheca Alexandrina, Alexandria, Egypt)
- Multifunctional library design and sustainability: designing multifunctional learning resources centres in Vietnam. MICHAEL ROBINSON (Hong Kong Institute of Education, Hong Kong, China)
- Introduction to the final draft version of the guidelines for library buildings. HELLEN NIEGAARD (The Danish Library Association)

Harish Chandra was unable to attend and present his paper.

Young Seok Kim reported that Korea is one of the fastest growing countries in the world. Library services are slowly changing and growing. There are 487 public libraries including 34 branches in Korea as of December 2004. One of the reasons for the slow growth of the Korean public library services relates to size.

It is thought that placing small public libraries in multi-functional complexes may be one of the best solutions to building more public libraries and improving library services in Korea. Opening a small public library in a local shopping mall could also bring new people into the area.

In the last twenty years many satellite cities have been built near Seoul. The capital city of Korea, Goyang, is one of them and it has five public libraries including one branch library for its 880,000 citizens. Every library serves around 176,000 people. The average floor space of the libraries in Goyang is 3,250 sq. metres.

When Goyang city was constructed, one small local shopping mall was opened in every residential block in which there are about 2,300 houses. However, after many huge, new shopping malls were established in the city centre, people no longer visited the local shopping malls. As a result hundreds of small shops in local shopping malls were closed.

It is deemed that placing small public libraries in local shopping malls could bring the following advantages to Goyang. Korea:
- To redevelop local shopping malls which are considered dull by bringing new people into this area.
- To build more small public libraries.
- To save budgets for maintaining and operating libraries.
- To provide local people with easier access to public libraries.
- To give shopkeepers, who rarely visit libraries, the chance to visit their local public libraries.

Opening small libraries in local shopping malls could boost local businesses and could improve the quality and quantity of library services.

Sohair Wastawy opened her paper by pointing out that, with the accelerated development in information and communication technology, libraries have become more focused on people and learning processes rather than just on printed material.